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Re-excavation of the presbytery of Hyde Abbey: 

objective, purpose, principles and practice 
 

 

Objective: to learn more about the abbey church of Hyde, and in 

particular 

 

 i. to find out whether the abbey church was built on a ‘virgin’ site; 

or was preceded by some earlier use, agricultural, structural, or for burial 

 

 ii. to establish the plan of the east end as built c.1110 and to define 

the materials, whether new or reused, e.g. from New Minster 

 

 iii. to establish the nature and sequence of subsequent additions, 

especially of floors, refloorings, and fittings 

 

 iv. to record any surviving evidence, whether cut into floors or into 

deposits originally covered by floors, for features such as altars or stalls 

 

 v. to locate and excavate any grave pits, or parts of grave pits, 

which may have survived later disturbance 

 

 vi. to investigate and excavate any surviving deposits associated 

with the demolition of the abbey in 1538-9 

 

 vii. to investigate the sequence and excavate all deposits surviving 

from the disturbances of  1788, 1866, and 1897, and the excavation of 

1999. 

 

 

Purpose of further excavation at Hyde Abbey 

 

1. The archaeology of Hyde Abbey is in limbo. The east end of the abbey 

church, the  burial place of Alfred and his house, has been disturbed four 

times and partially excavated once: 

  

 in 1539-40 when the abbey was demolished after the dissolution 

 in 1788 by labourers following the building of the Bridewell 

 in 1866 in a semi-clandestine hunt for the royal graves 

 in 1897 in a another hunt for the royal graves 

 in 1999 in the course of an archaeological excavation. 
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2. In 1539-40 and 1788 the work can only have been carried out by 

labourers with no investigative purpose (except perhaps for loot during 

the demolition of 1539-40: lead tablets with the names of Alfred and 

Edward were found on this occasion in tombs before the high altar). No 

contemporary record was made on either occasion of what was done. In 

1798, ten years after the event, Henry Howard interviewed the supervisor 

of the Bridewell and reported his recollections of the discoveries made by 

prisoners working on his garden in 1788. In the same year, John Milner 

recorded his impression (from personal observation) of the nature of the 

work done in building the Bridewell: 

 
In the digging for the foundations … at almost every stroke of the mattock or spade 

some ancient sepulchre or other was violated, the venerable contents of which were 

treated with marked indignity [The writer of this was in some degree witness to the 

scene which he describes]. On this occasion a great number of coffins …  were dug 

up, with a variety of other curious articles, such as chalices, patins [sic], rings, 

buckles, the leather of shoes and boots, velvet and gold lace, belonging to chasibles 

and other vestments, as also the crook rims and joints of a beautiful crosier, double 

gilt. [John Milner, The History … of Winchester, ii (Winchester, 1798), 227]. 

 

3. In 1866 and 1897, investigations were made for the purpose of locating 

the royal tombs. The trenches will have been dug by labourers and there 

is no indication of any archaeological supervision, even by the standards 

of the time. Apart from minimal subsequent comment by the persons in 

charge (J. Mellor in 1866 and the mayor, Alfred Bowker, in 1897), no 

contemporary notes of the work done or the finds made have survived. 

 

4. In 1999 local volunteers, under the supervision of Graham Scobie of 

the Winchester City Museum Service, undertook an extensive 

archaeological excavation of a large part (but not the whole) of the east 

end of the abbey church in accordance with the established professional 

practice of the Service, full records of which are held by the Museum and 

have been made available to Hyde 900 and to the present writer. 

 

5. Typescript drafts of the report of the work done in the context of the 

community-based archaeology project of 1995-9 define the 

‘Circumstances of Excavations’ as follows: 

 
to further elucidate the layout of the abbey and the post-monastic development of the 

northern suburb … All interventions … were excavated to the level of secure 

medieval deposits only, with earlier deposits recorded where they were exposed in the 

sides of later features. (HYDE1. DOC, Part 1, Para. 1.2). 
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6. This approach is confirmed in the section of the draft report dealing 

specifically with the east end of the abbey church: 

 
All excavations took the form of evaluation trenches in which the post-medieval 

deposits were excavated, but all medieval masonry and soft deposits were left intact. 

(HYDE9, Plan Area 7 (Tr. XXXVI-XXXX), first para.). 

 

7. And is confirmed again in a section on the ‘Limitations of the 

Evidence’: 

 
The monastic structures revealed at the bases of the excavations were recorded in plan 

only, or in section where they were cut by later features. The broad principal was to 

preserve all medieval deposits insitu to maintain the integrity of the monuments as far 

as possible. (HYDE14, Discussion, p. 6). 

 

8. The procedures adopted in the excavation of the east end of the abbey 

church in 1999 are professional and to be welcomed. But, by their very 

nature, they show that very little could be learned in 1999 of the 

surviving medieval (as opposed to more recent post-medieval) 

archaeology of the structure (other than its overall plan) and nothing of 

such medieval graves (including perhaps at least parts of some of the 

royal graves) as remained wholly or partly intact despite the disturbances 

of demolition and the investigations of 1788, 1866. and 1897.  The work 

of 1999 provides the basis upon which it is possible to state that much 

remains to be learned by the continuation and completion of the 

excavation of this much damaged site. 

 

9. In addition, as the next paragraphs suggest, there is almost certainly 

much to be learned from the meticulous re-excavation and close 

examination of the backfilling of all previous disturbances, including 

potentially even that of 1999. 

 

10. As noted in Para. 1, the archaeology of Hyde Abbey is in limbo, 

almost as it were in a state of suspended animation.  Nothing is to be 

gained by leaving the work in this state. The problems are now well 

understood. The procedures to deal with the surviving evidence are well 

tried, as the next section suggests. This is the moment to complete the 

investigation of this extraordinarily damaged but still potentially highly 

promising site.   

 

 

Principles suggested for the re-excavation of this much disturbed site 
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11. The site should be treated like a crime-scene where the nature, 

location, and relationship of each piece of the various kinds of evidence 

should be recorded with forensic precision, able to withstand the closest 

subsequent enquiry. 

 

12. The site has been extensively disturbed on at least five occasions 

over five centuries: in 1539-40, 1788, 1866, 1897, and 1999. On each 

occasion, deposits have been dug up and the soil subsequently replaced. 

Each time items of any kind, whether artefacts or ecofacts (such as 

bones), will have been dug up from the deposits in which they previously 

lay only to be incorporated in soil used to refill the trenches. Such finds 

are not in their original context but may in themselves provide crucial 

evidence for aspects of the past history of the site.  The excavation 

backfill of 1999 is unlikely to be an exception and will certainly contain 

soil and items from all five disturbances, including its own. 

 

13. Archaeologists call such finds ‘residual’. In the Winchester 

excavations of 1961-71 about 75 per cent. of  all Roman finds were found 

as residual items in medieval and later deposits. In two notable cases an 

ivory body of Christ and a silver gilt head, both of tenth- or eleventh-

century date and of the highest quality, were found in the back-fill of two 

separate nineteenth-century excavation trenches. 

 

14. It follows that the re-excavation of the Hyde site should proceed by 

defining and excavating in strict chronological sequence all previous 

disturbances of the ground from the most recent (1999) to the earliest (the 

demolition of the abbey in 1539-40). Only when a later deposit has been 

fully removed, and its contours recorded, should the excavation of the 

next earlier deposit begin.  

 

15. At each stage the most rigorous procedures must be followed to 

recover and record in position every scrap of potential evidence from 

each deposit. Items from the royal burials, perhaps tiny and not 

immediately identifiable, may even be found in the backfill of 1999, and 

more probably in all three previous non-archaeological excavations and 

in the debris from the original demolition of 1539-40. 

 

16. Despite all the disturbances it seems more than likely that medieval 

floors, construction layers, and grave fills may survive here and there, 

although probably only in part. Once the fills of the five successive 

disturbances have been identified and re-excavated, the surviving 

medieval deposits should themselves be excavated with the same 

meticulous care.  
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Practice: protecting the excavation from the weather and providing 

controlled conditions for the work 

 

17. Because of the over-riding requirement for meticulous excavation and 

recording, is important that conditions on site should be as comfortable 

and controlled as possible. To ensure this a marquee should be provided 

to cover the entire area of the excavation with ample room for equipment, 

work tables, storage, and passage on all sides. 

 

18. The level of ground water in the deeper parts of the excavation may 

be a problem, as it appears to have been in 1999. Ground water may be 

higher here than in the twelfth century and may be still higher in current 

weather conditions.  The lower parts of the original grave pits of 1110 

may be below the water level and it was apparently into these that stones, 

including broken coffin fragments, were discarded in 1788 and perhaps 

encountered again, but not fully explored in 1999. Facilities for  pumping 

and water disposal need to be considered in advance. 

 

 

Practice: excavation and record 

 

19. All deposits should be excavated and recorded layer by layer, the 

stratification recorded in vertical sections as well as in two-dimensional 

‘single-context’ plans.  

 

20. All features should be fully contoured to allow the production of 

accurate three-dimensional plans of the site. The location of all ‘finds’, 

both artefacts and ecofacts, should be recorded in three-dimensions and 

plotted in relation to the layers and features. 

 

21. The record should be computer-based, able to be plotted out beside 

the excavation as required for checking and discussion -- hence the 

absolute requirement for controlled conditions provided by a marquee 

covering the whole excavation with ample space around or working in 

comfort beside the excavation. 

 

22. All finds should be examined and ‘spot-dated’ in regular ‘viewings’ 
and appropriate decisions made for on-site care and packing as required.  

All finds should be removed from site at the end of each working day and 

taken to a secure place of keeping.  
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